
                  NAMASTE! 
                                                                       

(Nah-mahs-teh)  In a number of India’s many 
languages (including Hindi), the word for hello 
greetings, good-bye, etc.  Derivatives of this word 
include namaskar, namaskara & namaskaram. 
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Everyone Loves Pearls from India! 
 

“Pearls are raindrops filled with moonlight that have fallen into the sea 
and were swallowed by oysters.”            —Legend of Pearls 
 

During a period of time last year (2018) while I was 
shopping for matching sets of pearls in Hyderabad 
for gifts, two questions kept haunting my thoughts:  
How can they drill holes through round, hard pearls 
to make them into a necklace, and how could they 
keep the sharp edges of the drilled holes from 
cutting the string?  

 

I was amazed at the beauty of the pearls I bought on that trip, but these unanswered questions continued 
in my thoughts after I got home to the USA.  So, recently I undertook to do a little research to answer 
these questions, and what I have learned makes me admire pearls from India more than ever. 
 

For millennia real pearls were strung into necklaces by an age old special process passed down for 
generations.  The process itself did not originate in India.  It came to India from the Persian Gulf area 
when the wealthy nizams (Muslim rulers) of Hyderabad imported pearl merchants and other experts to 
serve them in Hyderabad and to help them bolster their trade in gems and pearls with other nations.  
This led to Hyderabad in India becoming the best known center for the art of stringing pearls.  
 

Parallel to the development of the pearl jewelry business in Hyderabad, pearl merchants from the 
Persian Gulf area came to Bombay (now called Mumbai) to market their wares, and to arrange loans to 
finance their business.  Many liked Bombay and settled there.  They became wealthy, invested in the 
economy there, and expanded the sale of pearls in India even more. 
 

Pearls were also being harvested in India in small amounts along the coastline and in the Nicobar Islands 
off the coast.  However, there was not a sufficient supply even for the demand in India alone.  
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A “pearl of great price” (Matthew 13:45-46) is used by Jesus Christ in the Bible to explain how valuable 
the Kingdom of Heaven is to us as Christians.  The pearls available back then were much more valuable 
than any we can buy today, in that they were very rare and had to be brought up from the depths of the 
ocean far away from Judea.  
 

Again, Jesus used the value of pearls to warn his disciples not to “cast your pearls before swine” 
(Matthew 7:6)—that is, not to waste time and good intentions in trying to teach uninterested people. 
There will be an abundance of people searching for the truth and receptive to it if we keep “seeking and 
saving the lost.” 
 

On the other hand, in the Book of Revelation (18:16), we have the judgment against those who hoard 
wealth and reject God:  “And saying, ‘Alas, alas, that great city, that was clothed in fine linen, and purple, 
and scarlet, and decked with gold, and precious stones, and pearls!’” 
  

And of course, in Revelation 21:21 we read:  “And the 12 gates were 12 pearls; every several gate was of 
one pearl: and the street of the city was pure gold, as it were transparent glass.”  The image if taken 
literally, could be describing 12 pearls so large that they could be used as city gates—or possibly the 
gates could be covered in a large number of pearls of the usual size.   
 

Sources point out that the jewelry industry is built upon 5 popular precious jewels:  Sapphires, rubies, 
diamonds, emeralds, and pearls.  Pearls may be the oldest of them all, having been used for adornment 
for about 6,000 years.  
 

Cleopatra is famous for the pearls which were part of her extreme wealth, and pearls have been found in 
the graves of wealthy women from Roman times.  These may have been fresh water pearls from the 
coasts and rivers of Europe, or they may have come from the Persian Gulf—or even from far away India. 
 

    
 

  Royalty have used pearls as part of their crown jewels collections for centuries as depicted in this mosaic  
 

Today the pearl industry flourishes in many parts of the world, but sales are especially robust in 2 large  
cities in India—Bombay and Hyderabad.  Additionally, there is a lot of interesting history and mystery 
bound up in pearls from India.  Just holding a string of white, iridescent pearls in your hand and seeing 
their shimmering surface is enough to intrigue any of us—but what do we really know about these 
precious jewels? 
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In the wholesale pearl industry pearl are typically sold by the string.  Retail stores stock finished pearl jewelry. 
 

Pearls are made naturally inside the shells of shellfish, and were probably discovered in ancient times by 
people eating clams or oysters and incidentally finding one or more of these mysterious, hard, irregularly 
shaped beautiful “stones” inside when they pried open the shell.  Imagine eating the meat of a soft 
shellfish and unexpectedly biting down on a pearl with your teeth!  But, what a discovery! 
 

Mollusks such as oysters and clams are an animal with a soft body living inside a hard outer shell that 
opens like a book so they can collect their food.  Sometimes pearls are found in clams or mussels—but 
almost all pearls come from oysters.  Sometimes foreign matter such as a grain of sand or a small piece of 
the brittle mantle layer of their own shell crumbles off and falls into the inside.   
 

  

 

                                  Oyster revealing its pearl                                      Mother of Pearl  &  Pearl on a half-shell 

 

There it becomes the nucleus of a pearl.  It is pushed around inside the shell by the little soft animal from 
where it falls until it is against the edge of the inside of the shell, and it lodges against the inside wall of 
the shell.  It irritates the animal like a rock would in your shoe.  This results in the foreign matter being 
enveloped in mother of pearl to make it smooth just like the smooth inside lining of the shell. Sometimes 
pearls may join together to form multiples of round shapes even an unusual grape cluster shape, or they 
may remain separate and take on the more desirable round or tear drop shape.  So when most mollusk 
shells are pried open there will be no pearl but in rare cases there might be one or several inside. 
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Mikimoto of Japan developed a 
patented process for making man-
made cultured pearls in large 
quantities and in a range of styles 
bringing down prices and making 
real but cultured pearls available to 
consumers worldwide. 
 

Most pearls we see today are not 
found in oysters recovered from 
breath diving in the deep ocean 
waters.  They are harvested from 
wild oysters which have been 
collected and cultivated on farms.  
Cultured pearls are produced mainly 
in China, but also in lesser quantities 
in Japan, India, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Tahiti, Australia, the South Sea Islands, 
North America, Central America, Mexico, the Caribbean, Venezuela, Europe, the Middle East, and Africa.   

 

Cultured pearls are available in a 
variety of colors, shapes, sizes, and 
settings in fine jewelry.  Natural 
pearls harvested by breath diving in 
deep water are extremely rare and 
costly.  The high price of owning 
pearls has been reduced by the 
flood of cultured or man generated 
pearls which have made pearls 
affordable by the average person.  
The pearls I bought and most of the 
pearls sold today are cultured 
pearls.  Pearls are also widely 
simulated in beautiful costume 
jewelry made of cheap plastic. 
 

Telling the difference between a real 
pearl and a piece of plastic that looks like a pearl is easy?  A real pearl either natural or cultured will feel 
grainy if you rub it across the enamel of your front teeth, but a fake pearl made of plastic will feel smooth. 
 

Drilling a hole to put a pearl on a string was for centuries done by holding 
the pearls in one’s hand while drilling half way through the pearl and 
then rotating to the opposite side and drilling a second hole to meet up 
with the first.  Today a special drilling vice is used to hold the pearl as it is 
being drilled by a drill bit the size of a sewing needle.  The drilling of the 
hole actually polishes the edges and the passageway through it enough to 
keep it from cutting the string.  Pearls are much softer than diamonds 
and are not too difficult to drill with a metal cutting drill bit.           Portable pearl vise 

Mikimoto, patented a process for man-made cultured pearls 

Sources for pearls: Saltwater (RED)  Freshwater (PINK) 
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Hand drilling is still widely practiced throughout India. 
 

A special process has been developed in Australia to open up the oyster or clam’s shell and insert pieces 
of material which will in a year or two form pearls in the shellfish.  It was later brought to Japan and 
China to produce cultured or man produced pearls, and this process has really caught on big time in 
India.  There are many pearl farms in India as well as trainers who earn a living by teaching the pearl 
farming techniques to interested farmers from other countries.  China is by far the largest producer of 
cultured pearls which are shipped all over the world. 
 

    
 

    Empty plastic bottles are used to float the net                          Small pool freshwater pearl farm 
 

Why are pearls so special?  One consideration is that most gem stones for jewelry come from the earth 
itself.  They are not so attractive when they are mined somewhere in the cold dark depths of mines in the 
earth.  They only come to be beautiful through a dirty process of mining, cutting, and polishing to 
produce their charming color and luster.  By contrast, the perception is that the pearl is beautiful from 
the start when it comes from a live animal living in crystal clear water, and it does not require all of that 
cutting or polishing to be beautiful and desirable. 
 

As beautiful as pearls are when they come from the shell, however, to bring out their finest features 
pearls do undergo a lengthy cleaning and bleaching process.  The newly found pearls must be boiled for 
about 4 days to purge out any dark discoloration and to bring out the full color of each pearl.  Next they 
are placed into glass containers with a mixture of hydrogen peroxide, water, and ether.  Afterward, they 
are transferred to clear glass boxes with mirrored bottoms and placed in the sunshine for 4 to 5 days.  
Finally, they are washed and graded for size, shape, and color. 
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                       Pearls come in many shapes and sizes               Seed pearls ready to become a necklace 
 

     
 

They are available in many different colors and shades as well 
 

Pearls have become a symbol of purity and perfection.  White pearls are said to “symbolize elegance, 
beauty, and peace.”  They remind us of the glow of the moon.  They seem to be gifts from our Creator 
God to us.  Natural colors include pale pink, white, pale yellow, grey, cream and black.  That having been 
said, white is by far the most popular. 
 

Sizes usually range from the seed size up to as large as a pigeon’s egg.  A pearl the size of a bird egg has 
made its place in history for over 500 years.  It has been named “La Peregrina” and it was found by a 
slave in the waters off the Pearl Islands in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Panama.  It was unusually 
large and “was considered especially beautiful and rare.”  It passed through many hands and came to be 
owned by Mary Tudor who displayed it in Moscow, Russia in a museum.  It was eventually purchased by 
none other than the famous actor Richard Burton and presented to Elizabeth Taylor (Pictured below).   
An even larger pearl that held the world record of 14 pounds was found in 1939 by a Filipino fisherman.  
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Today, the record is an even larger pearl put on display in 2016, and it is huge (Previous page, bottom right).  
The Puerto Princesa pearl measures over 2 feet long and one foot wide weighing about 75 lbs. (34 kg).   
It was found by a Filipino fisherman who hid it under his bed for about 10 years and considered it a good 
luck charm.  Valued at over $ 100 million, it would certainly qualify.  

It may be strange that Hyderabad, India, which is far inland from the ocean, has become known as “The 
City of Pearls” and became famous for stringing pearls.  Obviously the supply comes partly from India but 
mainly from other places including China, Japan, Myanmar, and other countries. 

       Pearl necklace & bracelet set     Rice pearl set with 14k gold clasp    Gold bangles encrusted with pearls    
We have the nizams of Hyderabad (who ruled there from the 18th century until the mid-20th century) to 
thank for bringing the pearl industry to Hyderabad.  They ruled a very rich territory and lived a lavish 
lifestyle with oceans of pearls being incorporated into their treasures. 

In fact, the nizams of Hyderabad had furniture in their palaces upholstered with small pearls strung 
together like fabric, so that when someone sat on the furniture they could experience the ultimate in 
luxury.   

Thanks to cultured pearls the average person can easily afford to enjoy these treasures from the shell.  
With prices ranging from as low as $20.00 for pearl earrings to the millions of dollars, there is something 
for everyone in the world of pearls. 

--Ben Renegar-- 

FOR FURTHER REFERENCE— 

http://www.indianmirror.com/culture/indian-specialties/hydrebadpearls.html 

https://www-tc.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/assets/img/history-pearls/image-06-large.jpg 

https://www.karipearls.com/la-peregrina.html  

https://smccudubai.wordpress.com/2014/05/16/pearls-and-pearl-diving/ 

http://naturalhistorymag.com/editors_pick/1939_11_pick.html  

http://www.indianmirror.com/culture/indian-specialties/hydrebadpearls.html
https://www-tc.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/assets/img/history-pearls/image-06-large.jpg
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http://naturalhistorymag.com/editors_pick/1939_11_pick.html

